COVID-19 in Children with Cancer: A Review
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Abstract

The World Health Organization (WHO) has announced that COVID-19 is a public health emergency requiring international concern. Children patients with cancer are highly vulnerable to this virus during SARS-CoV-2 outbreak. These children have varying degrees of immunosuppression due to primary illness and also anti-tumor therapy. Although children in comparison to adults have a milder course of COVID-19 infection, pediatric patients with malignancies had a higher risk for severe clinical events due to COVID-19 in comparison to children without cancer. Most neoplasms in pediatric population have an aggressive manner and therefore require prolonged periods of multi-agent chemotherapy. In adults with cancer who have stable disease, postponement of therapy is possible, but in children delay in onset of treatment is not a suitable option. One of the most effective strategies in order to prevent COVID-19 is minimizing the risk of exposure and also extreme isolation. Moreover, in the majority of children with cancer hospital admission is required. At present, there is no specific antiviral treatment for SARS-CoV-2, hence the increased surveillance and preventive strategies in order to reduce the risk of exposure should be considered. There are many unanswered questions in management of children with cancer who were infected with COVID-19. In this setting, treatment decisions need to be individualized on a case-by-case basis and in order to deliver a suitable treatment, patient stratification is required. Pediatric patients with cancer should receive their anti-cancer treatment in the setting of vigorous screening for SARS-CoV-2. Further studies are needed to understand the course of COVID-19 infection in children with cancer.
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1- INTRODUCTION

The 2019 novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) or the severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is a new public health problem, which is rapidly spreading from Wuhan city in China to the rest of the world (1, 2). As of March 10, 2020, the COVID-19 had infected more than 110,000 people worldwide and has been responsible for 4,000 deaths worldwide, but the preliminary data on the burden of this virus is limited, in children (3). A recent study of 72,314 cases in China has shown that less than 1% of the patients were younger than 10 years of age (4). Also, the number of children’s cases with COVID-19 may increase in future and a lower number of pediatric patients at the beginning of a pandemic does not necessarily mean that children are less susceptible (5). Children, in comparison with adults experience a milder course of SARS-CoV-2 and have better prognosis (6). However, there are a number of subgroups in pediatric population with an increased risk of more severe disease, such as children with cancer (7).

Cancer patients are a highly susceptible group in COVID-19 pandemic, but so far the clinical characteristics of COVID-19 infected cancer cases are largely unknown (8). SARS-CoV-2 among children with cancer might be a much more severe disease in comparison with healthy children (9). Patients with cancer are especially vulnerable to respiratory pathogens and severe pneumonia due to the immunosuppressive situation they have (8). The risk of hospitalization in patients with cancer due to influenza is four-fold and the risk of death is ten times higher compared with general population, especially in patients with hematological malignancy or those manifesting with neutropenia or particularly lymphopenia (10). It is recommended that children with a neoplasm who are receiving anti-cancer treatments should have strict screening for COVID-19 infection and should avoid treatments causing marked immunosuppression in case of COVID-19 co-infection. Regarding increasing number of childhood cancers in all parts of world, there is an urgent need to answer the following questions, including whether COVID-19 infected cancer patients will have dismal prognosis, such as death from the infection or severe pneumonia, and whether cancer patients should receive anti-tumor treatments as usual with previous doses, in epidemic areas. Furthermore, delaying chemotherapy in all children with cancer could not be advised as a reasonable option to reduce the infection risk in the ongoing outbreak (8). Therefore, the aim of this review article was to explore these issues by conducting a comprehensive search about various aspects of childhood cancers in the COVID-19 pandemic and also management of critical COVID-19-infected cancer patients have been discussed.

2- MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this review, an electronic search was performed in databases of Scopus, EMBASE, Cochrane, Web of Science and Medline (via PubMed) with no language or time restrictions (up to August 5, 2020). The single and combination keywords of: "2019 novel coronavirus" OR "2019-nCoV" OR "COVID-19" AND "Childhood Cancer" OR "Neoplasm". The references of all included articles were searched to identify additional studies. The title, abstract and full text of all documents identified using these search criteria were screened by an expert pediatric hematologist and oncologist and those describing children with cancer who were infected with COVID-19 were finally selected. Overall, 188 articles could be originally identified using our search criteria, 167 of which were excluded after title, abstract or full text reading, because
they did not correlate with COVID-19 in childhood. In this study, all review articles, cohort studies, retrospective analysis and randomized controlled trial about COVID-19 in children with cancer were included. Pilot, preliminary and case report studies were not included due to limited sample size and a higher risk of bias. All studies that were not related to the subject, or were duplicate, were excluded.

3- RESULTS

A total number of 21 studies were finally selected. The results of these studies have been classified in 4 groups: General aspects about COVID-19 in children, susceptibility of children with cancer to COVID-19, the effect of cancer therapy on immune function in childhood neoplasms and treatment of children with cancer in COVID-19 outbreak.

3-1. Routes of transmission in children with cancer

Children can be infected easily by respiratory droplets containing the virus. Usually infection with corona virus occurs through respiratory route. This virus has animal to person and person to person transmission. Also, in children corona virus can be transmitted by contact with contaminated objects such as toys. COVID-19 has interfamilial transmission especially to elderly and children who are susceptible to this virus (11). Also, one of the most common routes of transmission is nosocomial transmission of SARS-CoV-2. Hospital related transmission could occur among both patients and healthcare workers (8). In a retrospective study on 138 patients it was reported that 41.3% of the patients acquired SARS-CoV-2 infection during hospitalization and 5 of these patients were from the oncology ward (12). If the disease had gone further, without effective and sufficient control, the outbreak might have gone into a new step or explosion stage. In this phase, school transmission could lead to a wider community spread and children can further become the main spreader of COVID-19. Regarding the fact that children often have mild symptoms, many of them could not be diagnosed, especially at early stages (11).

3-2. Clinical manifestations of COVID-19 in children

The spectrum of clinical manifestation in children is similar to adults. Dong et al. in a large study on 2,143 children with documented disease have shown that the most common symptoms were fever, cough, sore throat, sneezing, myalgia and fatigue. Some children may experience wheezing (13). Other symptoms were gastrointestinal complaints such as vomiting, diarrhea, nausea and abdominal pain (11). According to the disease severity classification used by multiple Chinese publications, severe disease was defined as dyspnea, central cyanosis and oxygen saturation less than 92%. Critical disease was defined as respiratory failure, shock and signs of multi organ failure such as encephalopathy, heart failure, abnormal coagulation and acute renal failure. The prevalence of severe and critical disease is much higher in infants compared with older children (13). However, in children with cancer the symptoms may be atypical and even sometimes subtle. Therefore, heightened awareness is necessary for clinician in order to detect COVID-19 disease in early stages (14). Furthermore, the delay in admission of patients with cancer and COVID-19 may lead to an unfavorable prognosis (8).

3-3. Susceptibility of children with cancer to COVID-19

Pediatric patients with cancer are regarded as a highly vulnerable group in the current COVID-19 pandemic. These patients are more likely to be infected with this virus due to immunosuppressed state. These children are receiving anti-neoplastic agents which result in weakening of
immune system (15). In patients who have received anti-cancer treatment within 14 days, a more severe impairment in immune system function has been reported (14). Moreover, younger age, presence of an underlying pulmonary disease and a respiratory co-pathogen (particularly respiratory syncytial virus) are associated with increasing severity of lower respiratory tract disease in COVID-19 (16). Many of these patients, especially cases with hematological malignancies such as acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), receive steroids for long periods. Administration of steroids has been considered to diminish virus clearance due to its immunosuppressive effect (8). Children with cancer are often called to go to hospital for diagnostic investigation, treatment modalities and even follow up. Moreover, if these children are infected with COVID-19, their clinical course is more likely to be severe. Furthermore, intensive care units in the majority of hospitals may not be able to provide sufficient care for cancer patients with COVID-19 (15).

3-3-1. The effect of cancer therapy on immune function in childhood neoplasms

6-1-1. Chemotherapy

It has been well established that corticosteroid and other immunosuppressive drugs have a key role in severe respiratory viral disease (17). Administration of anti-neoplastic agents may lead to a marked damage to hematopoietic cells in bone marrow resulting in neutropenia and thrombocytopenia. However, cancers that invade normal bone marrow such as lymphoma and leukemia can result in neutropenia and thrombocytopenia. During nadir period when their granulocyte numbers are the minimum, cancer patients are highly susceptible to various infections. This nadir commonly occurs 7-12 days after the end of each chemotherapy cycle (18). Lymphopenia is another important risk factor for occurrence of respiratory viral infections especially COVID-19. Furthermore, SARS-CoV-2 virus could directly invade lymphocytes leading to lymphocyte death. Lymphocytes express the COVID-19 receptor ACE 2 (angiotensin converting enzyme 2) and may be a direct target of this virus (19). Lymphopenia could predict the severity of disease and presence of lymphopenia on admission was correlated with ICU admission (20). Among chemotherapeutic agents, cisplatin, cyclophosphamide, fludarabine, methotrexate, and taxes are the most potent agents which cause lymphopenia (21). Also, platelets have an important role in immune system and have viricidal property against some viruses, so thrombocytopenia due to chemotherapy could be a predisposing factor for viral infections (22). Some authorities recommend postponing adjuvant chemotherapy for stable cancer patients particularly in active pandemic area (18).

3-3-2. Radiotherapy

High dose radiation therapy could impair the immune system. Therefore, this modality of treatment is a critical predisposing factor for progression to lower respiratory tract infection. Kim et al. have reported that high dose body irradiation in hematopoietic stem cell transplantation predisposes recipient to respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) (23). External beam radiation could effect on lymphocyte resulting in radiation induced lymphopenia. By using proton beam therapy, stereotactic body radiation or a hypofractionated schedule, the risk of lymphopenia due to radiation decreases (21).

3-3-3. Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT)
The highest morbidity and mortality due to viral respiratory infections occurs in recipients of HSCT. This modality of treatment kills the host immune system and replaces it with donors. These patients are particularly prone to different infections such as viral respiratory disease during the first 3 months after transplant and often reconstitution of immune system to baseline occurring up to one year (24, 25). Also, graft versus host disease (GVHD), use of corticosteroids, neutropenia, hypoalbuminemia, lymphopenia, and older age are the most important risk factors for lower respiratory tract infections (26, 27). However younger cancer survivors often have stronger reconstituted immune system in comparison with older survivors (18). Ogimi et al. have shown that infection with human corona virus has been correlated with higher rates of oxygen requirement and also mortality among hematopoietic stem cell recipients (28).

3-3-4. Immune therapy in cancer patients

At present, there are no established guidelines for beginning of immunotherapy during the SARS-CoV-2 infection pandemics. Immune check point inhibitors, T- cell transfer therapy and immune modulating agents have been used in treatment of some types of cancer. Furthermore, the pathogenesis of side effects of this therapy is due to hyper activated T cell response against normal tissues. The main side effects of this modality of treatment include prolonged lymphopenia, thrombocytopenia, and anemia and even increased vascular permeability leading to pleural effusion or pulmonary edema (29). Janus kinase inhibitors (JAK i), and Bruton tyrosine kinase inhibitors which have been administered in specific variants of hematologic malignancies, such as lymphoma and leukemia may result in immune suppression by inhibiting cytokine and growth factor signaling pathways and prevention of lymphocyte maturation (18).

3-4. Diagnosis

Documented diagnosis is by specific molecular tests on respiratory samples such as nasopharyngeal swab, endotracheal aspirate or bronchoalveolar lavage. Occasionally virus can be isolated from stool or even in severe cases from blood (30). Nucleic acid testing is the principal method of laboratory diagnosis. 2019-nCoV nucleic acid could be detected via RT – PCR (reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction) or by viral gene sequencing on respiratory or blood samples (31). Other laboratory tests are not specific. The white blood cell count is normal or low. Also, if the absolute lymphocyte count was below 1000, the risk of severe disease increases. The platelet count is usually normal or mildly low. The CRP (C-reactive protein) and ESR (erythrocyte sedimentation rate) are often elevated but procalcitonin level is usually normal. Elevation of procalcitonin level may indicate a bacterial co-infection (30). The chest CT features include ground glass opacity and patchy consolidation and the CT findings in cancer children with COVID-19 infection are similar to the features in general population. Also, the presence of patchy consolidation in chest CT scan on admission is a risk factor associated with severe events (8). Shi et al. have shown the timing of emergence of CT features in COVID-19 infection. They have found that the first feature on CT scan is the ground glass opacity, even before the onset of symptoms. This CT finding increases during the two weeks and then diminishes in the third week. In one or two weeks after beginning of symptoms, patchy consolidation appears which can rapidly progress to bilateral extension consolidation with a white lung presentation on CT scan. This stage of CT manifestation is often associated with a dismal prognosis (32).
3-5- Treatment

Several treatment modalities are currently available for SARS-CoV-2 virus in children with cancer, but up to now, treatment of most patients with COVID-19 focuses on supportive strategies (18). These supportive therapies include administration of sufficient fluid and electrolyte, nutritional support, oxygen supplementation and antibiotics for superimposed infections (33, 34). At present there is no definite and specific antiviral treatment for COVID-19 virus in children (35). Antiviral therapy was obviously administered in severe cases, but data on its efficiency in children with this virus infection are missing (6). Patients with mild infection often recover without any complications at home. The main strategy for this group of patients should be isolation and prevention of virus spread to other persons. Patients with moderate symptoms and pneumonia could be managed with supportive therapy, hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin (18). There is no dosage recommendation for chloroquine diphosphate (CD) in children. The usual dose for adult is 0.5gr twice daily for 7 days and for people with body weight less than 50kg, this dose should be decreased to 0.5gr once daily. However extreme caution should be used during consumption of this drug in children. The usual dose for adult is 0.5gr twice daily for 7 days and for people with body weight less than 50kg, this dose should be decreased to 0.5gr once daily. However extreme caution should be used during consumption of this drug in children (35). Although in a recent study it has been shown that chloroquine does not have antiviral activity and combination of chloroquine and azithromycin do not have any clinical benefit in treatment of hospitalized patient with severe COVID-19 infection (36). Chloroquine diphosphate has some mild side effects such as dizziness, headache and anorexia, but the main adverse reaction is ocular toxicity. If visual abnormality occurs, the administration of this drug should be stopped immediately. Other adverse reactions of chloroquine consist of arrhythmia, drug induced psychosis and leukopenia (35). Remdesivir and lopinavir/ritonavir have been proposed for cases with severe disease. Patients with ARDS (acute respiratory distress syndrome) or those requiring assisted ventilation have been classified in severe group. In patients with cytokine release syndrome who have acute lung injury and high levels of inflammatory markers, tocilizumab is indicated (18).

3-5-1. Lopinavir/ritonavir (LPVr)

Initially LPVr has been used for treatment of children with HIV infection (37, 38). Also, the positive effects of this drug on SARS and MERS infection have been shown in clinical trials (39, 40). LPVr is available in oral tablet and solution. Oral solution form of this drug is suitable for children with a body surface less than 0.6 m². Lopinavir is metabolized by liver, so in patients with severe hepatic insufficiency, this drug is contraindicated. Furthermore, administration of LPVr may lead to first, second and third degree atrioventricular (AV) block. Other common side effects of this drug in children consist of diarrhea, vomiting and rash (35).

3-5-2. Tocilizumab

Different studies have shown that cytokine storm has a critical role in the pathogenesis of SARS and MERS infection (41). Also, in COVID-19 infection, higher plasma levels of cytokines such as IL-6 (interleukin-6), IL-2, IL-7, IL-10, granulocyte colony stimulating factor (G-CSF), monocyte chemoattractant protein (MCP-1), macrophage inflammatory protein 1 alpha (MIP-1 α) and tumor necrosis factor α (TNF α) have been detected in critically ill patients in ICU. These changes show a cytokine storm in these cases and also have a close relation with severity and prognosis of patients (42, 43). Among these cytokines, IL- 6 might play an important role in the cytokine storm and interference of IL- 6 could be a
valuable therapeutic option for severe cases of COVID-19 (41). Tocilizumab is a recombinant humanized anti-IL-6 receptor monoclonal antibody which has been used for treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (44, 45). Xu et al. in a study on 21 patients with severe and critical COVID-19 infection have shown that this drug could be an effective therapeutic option (40). Furthermore, some authors recommend that in critically ill patients with elevated IL-6, the repeated dose of tocilizumab could be beneficial (46). Both of these studies have been done on adults, hence the experience with this drug is very limited for children (41, 46).

3-5.3. Remdesivir

Remdesivir is a pro drug of a nucleotide analogue whose main function is inhibiting viral DNA polymerase. This drug has broad spectrum activity against different viruses, especially filoviruses (Ebola), and corona viruses such as SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV. Grein et al., have used compassionate use of remdesivir for 61 patients with severe COVID-19. These authors have demonstrated clinical improvement in 68% of patients (47). Wang et al. have reported that this drug could inhibit COVID-19 infection strongly even at low micromolar concentration (48). Also, Holshue et al., reported that remdesivir has been effective in treatment of a patient with SARS-CoV-2 infection in United States (49). Remdesivir is currently indicated for patients with severe symptoms such as ARDS and also requiring mechanical ventilation (18).

3-5.4. Interferon (IFN)

Zhejiang University School of Medicine recommends that the use of nebulized IFN alpha – 2b could be effective in children infected by SARS-CoV-2 (31). IFN-alpha is a broad spectrum antiviral agent with inhibitory properties on viral replication and spread. IFN-alpha is available in spray, gel and injection (35). According to expert’s consensus statement, IFN could be used for treatment of COVID-19 in children (50). IFN should be used with caution in children and overdose of this drug could cause bleeding, renal failure and liver enzyme abnormalities (35). Common side effects of IFN consist of low grade fever, and flu-like syndrome. One of the adverse reactions of this drug particularly in combination with ribavirin is growth and development inhibition. IFN-alpha is contraindicated in patients with abnormal liver function tests and those with creatinine clearance below 50ml/min. Moreover, IFN-alpha is contraindicated in children with history of mental illness, aplastic anemia and severe heart disease (35).

3-5.5. Convalescent plasma

In the refractory severe infections with COVID-19 with worsening of manifestations, the convalescent plasma should be considered (17). The effectiveness of convalescent plasma for treatment of severe cases with COVID-19 has been reported in many publications (51-58). Also the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved the use of convalescent plasma for critically ill patients (58). Duan et al. in a study on 10 patients with severe COVID-19 have reported that one dose (200 ml) of convalescent plasma could increase or stabilize the neutralizing antibodies at a high level resulting in disappearance of viremia in 7 days. These authors have shown that clinical manifestations and laboratory signs rapidly improved in 3 days. Furthermore, images of chest CT scan in these patients showed varying degrees of absorption of lung lesions in 7 days (57). Also, several studies have reported that use of convalescent plasma could result in shorter hospital stay and lower mortality in patients with severe COVID-19. Additionally, no adverse event was observed during or after convalescent plasma therapy (51). Currently, however,
no specific antiviral antibody for SARS-CoV-2 is not available and management of COVID-19 must be focused on prevention, case detection, monitoring and supportive care (59).

4- DISCUSSION

Among children with cancer, COVID-19 might be a much more severe infection in comparison with healthy normal children. This is similar to other coronavirus which cause more severe infection in immunocompromised children (9). Zhang in a study on 44,672 confirmed COVID-19 cases in all parts of China, has reported that only 416 (0.9%) were less than 10 years of age and 549 (1.2%) from 10-20 years (60). Although with increase in the number of infected adults, the rate of this infection in children also increases (11). Also, Kim et al. in a study on patients with cancer have reported that coronavirus pneumonia had a higher mortality rate in cancer cases (61). Moreover, these patients often have prolonged viral shedding (62). However, there are some disagreements about children with cancer in COVID-19 outbreak. In a recent study from China, authors have shown that there was no increase in incidence of COVID-19 infection in cancer patients but cancer patients had a higher incidence of severe events such as respiratory complications necessitating intensive care. Furthermore, patients with cancer when infected with SARS-CoV-2 virus, have a poorer outcome, so the more intensive attention should be paid to these patients, because the condition of these patients could deteriorate rapidly (63). Peng et al. have reported that in Liang’s study, the sample size was too small and heterogeneous, so these data are insufficient to conclude that patients with cancer have a higher risk (64). In many pediatric hematology and oncology centers, only for symptomatic children with cancer the COVID-19 test has been done, and there is no recommendation for this test among asymptomatic children, therefore the true rate of infection is not known. The low rate of documented COVID-19 infection among children with cancer is somewhat surprising, because logically pediatric patients with cancer would be at least as vulnerable to COVID-19 infection as their healthy peers. However, it seems that the true risk of severe disease with SARS-CoV-2 in immunocompromised pediatric population with cancer is still unknown (9). Minotti et al. in a systematic review about the COVID-19 infection in children and adults with immunosuppression have concluded that cancer was more often associated with a more severe course, but not necessarily a worse outcome. These authors have shown that immunosuppressed patients have a better prognosis as compared to other comorbidities especially in adults such as diabetes and cardiovascular disorders. In cancer patients, a weaker immune response against COVID-19 may have a potential protective effect leading to a milder course of disease. Indeed, host response is an important factor contributing to disease severity. Dysregulation of immune system or an excessive uncontrolled response is responsible for injury to tissues during the process of infectious diseases such as corona viruses (65). However, data on clinical features and outcome of immunocompromised children with cancer infected with SARS-CoV-2 is little and the majority of published data has been done in adults. Most neoplasms in pediatric population have an aggressive manner and therefore require prolonged periods of multi agent chemotherapy. In adults with cancer who have stable disease, postponement of therapy could be possible, but in children delay in onset of treatment is not a suitable option. One of the most effective strategies in order to prevent COVID-19 is minimizing the risk of exposure and also extreme isolation. However, in majority of children with
cancer hospital admission is required for an appropriate therapy (66).

5- CONCLUSION

Immunocompromised children with cancer have a worse outcome during the COVID-19 infection. At now, there is no specific antiviral treatment for children with COVID-19. Identification of specific risk factors for SARS-CoV-2 infection in hospitalized children with hematological neoplasms is not possible. Therefore, increased surveillance and protective strategies such as isolation have been recommended.
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